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Abstract
Fish migrate across considerable distances and exhibit remarkable agility to avoid predators and
feed. Fish swimming performance and maneuverability remain unparalleled when compared to
robotic systems, partly because previous work has focused on robots and flapping foil systems that
are either big and complex, or tethered to external actuators and power sources. By contrast, we
present a robot—the Finbot—that combines high degrees of autonomy, maneuverability, and
biomimicry with miniature size (160 cm3). Thus, it is well-suited for controlled three-dimensional
experiments on fish swimming in confined laboratory test beds. Finbot uses four independently
controllable fins and sensory feedback for precise closed-loop underwater locomotion. Different
caudal fins can be attached magnetically to reconfigure Finbot for swimming at top speed
(122 mm s−1 ≡ 1 BL s−1) or minimal cost of transport (CoT = 8.2) at Strouhal numbers as low as
0.53. We conducted more than 150 experiments with 12 different caudal fins to measure three key
characteristics of swimming fish: (i) linear speed-frequency relationships, (ii) U-shaped CoT, and
(iii) reverse Kármán wakes (visualized with particle image velocimetry). More fish-like wakes
appeared where the CoT was low. By replicating autonomous multi-fin fish-like swimming, Finbot
narrows the gap between fish and fish-like robots and can address open questions in aquatic
locomotion, such as optimized propulsion for new fish robots, or the hydrodynamic principles
governing the energy savings in fish schools.

1. Introduction

Fish are excellent swimmers, navigating cluttered
environments such as coral reefs in search of food,
migrating long distances in the ocean, or swim-
ming up rivers to reproduce. In doing so, fish
combine a high degree of maneuverability with effec-
tive long-distance swimming, a combination that is
highly attractive from an engineering perspective.
Fish can achieve this level of performance in part by
using multiple fins to vector forces in three dimen-
sions, supported by sensory systems for closed-loop
control of fin kinematics. Fish-inspired robots with
high maneuverability, multi-fin control, and effec-
tive cruise capability would significantly expand the
application range of autonomous and self-propelled
underwater robots.

Biologists have made great strides in understand-
ing aquatic locomotion [1, 2]. Many fish generate
propulsive thrust by using body undulations to accel-
erate the surrounding fluid backwards [1, 3–6]. The
oscillation of body and tail typically leaves behind
a trail of counter-rotating vortices whose mutual
interactions produce a desired backwards jet of fluid
known as reverse Kármán wake [7]. When time aver-
aged, this wake shows a central high-speed jet indica-
tive of a thrust-producing flapping appendage. The
strength of the jet correlates with swimming speed
and depends on both the frequency of vortex shed-
ding and tail beating. It is observed that the swimming
speed of diverse species of fish is roughly linearly pro-
portional to their tail beat frequency [8, 9]. Moreover,
fish often exhibit a U-shaped curve for the energet-
ics of swimming when described as cost of transport
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Figure 1. Finbot: an autonomous and biomimetic experimental platform. (a) Finbot was designed to enable autonomous
fish-like swimming. Four independently controllable flexible fins enable precise maneuvers in 3D space (x, y, z corresponding to
surge, sway, heave). The caudal fin connects magnetically to the main body and can be exchanged easily to alter swimming speed
and CoT. (b) The rigid and streamlined body is inspired in shape by fish such as the blue tang (depicted top right4). Finbot swims
autonomously in 3D, using an inertial sensor (IMU) to control heading and a pressure sensor to control depth, and can monitor
its own power consumption. (c) Tail beat amplitude A was tuned to approximately 20% of the body length L (including fin)
according to the observed value among a diverse species of fish [44]. (d) Finbot in a laser light imaging with particle image
velocimetry, which was used to visualize wake structures. (e) A trailing wake behind Finbot; several wakes were similar to reverse
Kármán streets, which are characteristic of fish swimming.

(CoT) [10–12]. CoT (= P/mgU), is nondimensional
and defined here as the metabolic power, P, per body
weight, mg, per swimming speed, U . In addition, the
Strouhal number, St (= fA/U), is a widely used indi-
cator for the effectiveness of flapping motion [9, 13].
St describes the relative distance a swimmer advances
per beat of its tail, with A being the tail beat amplitude,
measured as the tip-to-tip excursion of the tail. Based
on these biological observations, one can define the
following three key criteria for robots to exhibit fish-
like swimming: (i) vortices are shed from the flapping
caudal fin such that a reverse Kármán wake forms; (ii)
the tail beat frequency is linearly correlated with the
swimming speed; and (iii) CoT is U-shaped with a
minimum at intermediate swimming speeds.

Insights on aquatic locomotion have inspired
roboticists to design fish-like propulsors [14–19] and
robotic systems [20–41]. However, many engineered
systems fall short of accurately mimicking fish swim-
ming or achieving fish-like performance, and rely
on open-loop control of single fins. One class of
fish-like experimental platforms are flapping propul-
sors, composed of single fins or foils attached to
external actuators above the waterline [14–17].
While useful as simple physical models for the
study of swimming performance including metrics
such as CoT [18, 19], such propulsors are neither
autonomous nor freely-swimming compared to real
fish. Another group of self-propelled fish-like robots
are large in scale and complex [20–22], and designed
to operate in open water rather than serve as exper-
imental platforms in the laboratory. Robots which
have been used for laboratory studies are often held
in place by a harness or tethered [22–26, 32] because
it is challenging to integrate power and sensing

autonomy in a small enough and maneuverable
design. Despite restricted maneuverability, tethered
robots that are free-swimming can be useful to study
fish locomotion. The systems featuring soft actua-
tion technologies are mostly underpowered, which
makes production of fish-like swimming speeds dif-
ficult [27–29]. Overall, few robots are autonomous
and free swimming [20, 21, 27–31, 33–38, 42], or
fish-like [20, 25, 30, 31, 33–38, 42]. Often, fish-
inspired robots struggle to reconcile key parameters
associated with fish-like swimming: self-propulsion,
the ability to control body position in three dimen-
sions, maneuverability, and low-cost effective cruis-
ing. Accordingly, there is a gap in the current device
space: autonomous, maneuverable, and biomimetic
multi-fin underwater robots [supplemental table S1
(https://stacks.iop.org/BB/16/026018/mmedia)].

The goal of this paper was to demonstrate fish-
like swimming including properties such as U-shaped
costs of transport and reverse Kármán wakes with
a biomimetic robot named Finbot (figure 1). To
the best of our knowledge, Finbot is the first and
smallest multi-fin autonomous underwater robot that
also faithfully replicates multiple characteristics of
fish swimming. While based on our own previous
work [30], Finbot was significantly upgraded with an
exchangeable caudal fin, an onboard power monitor,
and a more streamlined and biomimetic body shape
to enable this study.

2. Methods

2.1. The Finbot platform
Finbot enhances an earlier robot for three-
dimensional (3D) multi-fin swimming presented
in our previous work [30]. Both robots have four
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independently controllable fins. Two pectoral fins and
a caudal fin allow for turning, stopping, and forward
motions in the horizontal surge-sway plane. These
horizontal motions, guided by sensory feedback from
an onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU), are
decoupled from vertical diving along the heave axis.
The robots are passively stable in roll and pitch, and
slightly positively buoyant, so that they float toward
the water surface unless the dorsal fin is activated
for controlled diving using depth estimates from a
pressure sensor.

In Finbot’s design, we focused on two main goals:
(i) to generate fish-like locomotion by careful selec-
tion of flexible caudal fins which can produce reverse
Kármán wake structures; (ii) to achieve self-propelled
and controlled motions in 3D space, whose perfor-
mance metrics such as speed and CoT are reminiscent
of fish. In the Results, we highlight Finbot’s new fea-
tures including an updated body shape inspired by
the blue tang (Paracanthurus hepatus), upgraded elec-
tronics for higher performance and power consump-
tion monitoring, and a modular magnetic mechanism
for testing different caudal fins. Additional informa-
tion on the design, components, and fabrication is in
section 1 of the supplement.

2.2. Closed-loop controlled multi-fin free
swimming
A high degree of maneuverability compared to most
underwater robots of similar size (supplemental table
S1) allows Finbot to follow a wide range of 3D tra-
jectories as we showed previously [30]. Here, we
focused on submerged straight-line swimming, for
which the caudal fin operates at a constant frequency
to generate thrust in surge-direction while the pec-
toral fins are used to correct any deviations from
a straight course by effecting turning around the
yaw-axis. The frequencies of the pectoral fins are
adjusted continuously between 2 Hz to 8 Hz with a
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) closed-loop
controller to modulate the thrust force according to
the momentary deviation from a straight-line trajec-
tory (supplemental figure S2). Such deviations are
detected from time-averaged IMU readings, whereby
the robot and IMU, respectively, are initialized in
alignment with the straight-line target direction.
Using the implemented closed-loop controllers, Fin-
bot can maintain a submerged straight-line course.
However, small errors accumulate over time due
to drift on the IMU of approximately 0.5◦/min in
yaw. Additional information on controller design and
depth control is in movie S3 and section 2 of the
supplement.

2.3. Caudal fin settings for various tail beat
frequencies and fin geometries
We tested a variety of caudal fins at different tail beat
frequencies, and the amplitude of caudal fin oscilla-
tion was always mechanically constrained at the pivot

of the caudal peduncle. In order to achieve consistent
peak-to-peak amplitudes at the tip of different fins
across all frequencies, we adjusted the input power to
the caudal actuator with pulse width modulation. For
each fin and frequency, we took slow motion videos at
five different input powers to visually select the power
setting that optimally matched the fin’s peak-to-peak
travel time with the prescribed oscillation period.
In addition, we chose a sinusoidal input signal to
enhance smooth changes of direction at peak ampli-
tude where input power is minimal, and therefore a
more undulatory fin motion.

2.4. Experimental setup and measurement
devices for drag and particle image velocimetry
All experiments were conducted in fresh water in a
laboratory flow tank [3] that consisted of a 66 cm ×
28 cm× 28 cm (l,w, h) large test section (supplemen-
tal figure S3(A). The water remained stationary except
for separate experiments tuning the PID controllers
and measuring the drag of the robot body. Drag was
measured on a 3D-printed robot dummy attached to
a six-axis force/torque sensor (ATI Nano17) above the
waterline. For each of six different flow speeds rang-
ing from 30 mm s−1 to 200 mm s−1, data was collected
at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz for 120 s and time-
averaged to a single mean and standard deviation after
removing the auto-correlation in the signal.

We recorded video of experiments with a Photron
Mini-UX100 high-speed camera at 250 frames/sec
and a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels. For the visu-
alization of vortices shed from the caudal fin and
the corresponding wake structures, microparticles
(50 μm mean size) were added to the water and
an Opto Engine 5 W argon-ion laser in conjunction
with a Powell lens generated a horizontal light sheet
directed at Finbot. Pairs of sequential video frames
were processed with DaVis 8.4 software (LaVision
Inc., Göttingen Germany) to generate a time series
of velocity vector fields throughout the tail beat cycle.
Finbot surrounded by microparticles and illuminated
by the laser light with its trailing wake visualized is
shown in figure 1(e) and movie S2.

2.5. Testing routines and data processing for
swimming speed and power consumption
For all experiments, Finbot was initialized on the
water surface and aligned with the target swimming
direction at the right end of the 66 cm long test section
for a period of 15 s during which steady-state drift
and surface pressure were measured. Finbot was then
carefully released at the programmed target depth of
15 cm below surface and swam toward the other left
end of the test section within 5 s to 22 s, depend-
ing on its cruise speed (movie S1 and supplemental
figure S3). We repeated test runs five and three times
at each tail beat frequency for figures 2–4, respectively,
and reported the mean and standard deviation for
swimming performance metrics.
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Table 1. Equation terms.

m Body mass
mg Body weight
L Characteristic length
CoT Cost of transport
CD Drag coefficient
ρ Fluid density
v Kinematic fluid viscosity
Sd Lateral planform area
P Power
D Resistive drag
Re Reynolds number
St Strouhal number
U Swimming speed
A Tail beat amplitude
f Tail beat frequency
F Thrust force

Figure 2. Swimming performance of Finbot. (a) U versus f is linear for speeds greater than 70 mm s−1. At low speeds, U scales
with f 4/3. (b) Consequently, St increases toward low speeds and plateaus at 0.95 toward high speeds. (c) P is proportional to f 3 but
non-zero at rest when f = 0. (d) CoT is U-shaped and minimal at intermediate frequencies. (a)–(d): a 28 mm × 36 mm ×
22 mm (short base, long base, height) and 0.19 mm thick isosceles trapezoidal fin was used. Red squares are the mean μ of N = 5
trials. Blue error bars depict standard deviations σ from the mean, some of them obscured by the red square. Black lines represent
fitted curves.

Swimming speeds at steady-state cruise, i.e. after
an initial acceleration period, were deducted from
recorded videos with the help of a deep convolu-
tional neural network [43] (supplement section 3.1).
Power consumption for forward propulsion was mea-
sured with an onboard power monitor at a sampling
rate of approximately 30 Hz (supplement section 3.2),
whereby only the input power to the caudal fin was
considered. Consequently, our reported CoT must be
understood as the cost of forward propulsion effected
by the caudal fin, and not the total CoT utilizing all
fins.

2.6. Live fish experiments with bluegill sunfish
Bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) swam in a
recirculating flow tank and data on steady undula-
tory body locomotion and wake flow patterns were
obtained at speeds ranging from 0.5 BL s−1 to
2.5 BL s−1. Wake flow patterns were visualized by

seeding the water with small (12 μm mean size)
silver-coated glass beads, and by imaging water flow
patterns in the wake of the caudal fin using a Red-
lake MotionScope PCI 500 high-speed camera sys-
tem operating at 250 frames/sec and 1/1000 s shutter
speed. An 8 W argon-ion continuous wave laser
(Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) was focused
into a thin light sheet (1–2 mm thick) that illuminated
the reflective particles. We used DaVis 8.4 software
to perform cross-correlation analyses using standard
PIV algorithms as in our previous research.

2.7. Scaling laws for speed, Strouhal number,
drag coefficient, power, and cost of transport
Fish and Finbot are subject to natural scaling laws
with regard to their aquatic locomotion. In cruise,
thrust generated by the tail is balanced with the drag
experienced by the body and so St is only a function
of the shape of the robot and scales approximately
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Figure 3. Performance landscape for twelve different fins at a tail beat frequency of 2 Hz. (a) We analyzed twelve fins of different
sizes, thicknesses, and shapes on Finbot (drawn to scale), all of them running at a tail beat frequency of 2 Hz. The robot body has
a planform surface area of 66.9 cm2. Five fins (1, 3, 6, 8, 11) were selected for further investigation based on their respective
performances in (b) cruise speed and (c) CoT. (d) Fins 1, 3, 6 show superior performances compared to all other fins, making
them the optimal fin set. Fin 3 is more flexible than fins 1 and 6; fin 6 is larger and more trapezoidal than fin 1. While the more
flexible fin 3 shows the minimum CoT, the largest fin 6 generates the highest speed. Among fins 1, 3, 6, CoT and speed are traded
off, and a fin can be selected as per desired performance requirements. As a result, these three fins form a Pareto-optimal frontier
(fitted dashed line, CoT ∼ U2). (b)–(d): measurement points are the mean μ of N = 3 trials.

with the square root of drag coefficient for stream-

lined objects, St ∼ C1/2
d [44], where Cd = 2D/ρU2Sd

with D being the resistive drag, ρ the density of the
fluid, and Sd the lateral planform area of the tail and
body (table 1 defines all equation terms). For lam-
inar flow regime at low speeds, the drag coefficient
of thin streamlined objects scales approximately as
Re−1/2 [44, 45], where Re = UL/v is the Reynolds
number with L being the characteristic length of
the swimmer, and v the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid. As a result, St scales as Re−1/4, and U with
f 4/3 for constant flapping amplitudes. For high speeds
associated with turbulent flow, Cd and St remain
relatively constant [44, 45], and U scales linearly
with f .

Input power scales as P ∼ ρSd( fA)2(f L) for purely
pitching foils (as surrogates for the caudal fin of
Finbot) based on inviscid hydrodynamics theory and
supported by experimental data [46, 47]. For self-
propelled underwater robots such as Finbot, a finite
amount of energy is required to propel from rest
since some energy is lost due to the internal mechan-
ical and electrical inefficiencies. Thus, in practice, the
input power approaches a constant greater than zero
as flapping frequency approaches zero and so, P ∼
ρSd

(
fA
)2 (

fL
)
+ a, where a (> 0) is a constant.

Assuming swimming modes with constant flap-
ping amplitude and mass, CoT then scales as:

CoT =
P(

mg
)

U
∼ ρSdSt3

(
L

A

)
U2 +

a

U
(1)

The first term in equation (1) increases with speed as
U 5/4 for low speeds at which St scales as Re−1/4, and
as U2 for high speeds where St remains relatively con-
stant. The second term decreases in proportion with
the inverse of the speed, 1/U. The addition of the two
terms as in equation (1) then results in one value for
speed such that CoT is minimized.

3. Results

Finbot is the first autonomous and biomimetic multi-
fin platform small enough for the laboratory investi-
gation of 3D fish-like swimming under closed-loop
control. This section highlights newly designed key
aspects of the robot, followed by a range of experi-
ments to explore the performance landscape of differ-
ent caudal fins and demonstrate fish-like swimming.

3.1. The design of Finbot enables multi-fin
autonomous self-propelled swimming
Finbot is self-propelled and completely autonomous,
using four independently controllable fins and feed-
back from an IMU and pressure sensor for submerged
free swimming (see Methods). Due to the four fins,
Finbot is highly maneuverable and capable of fol-
lowing a large range of prescribed trajectories, which
supports the design of various experiments. Since
Finbot is also small, such experiments can be con-
ducted in the same flow tanks used for laboratory
studies on fish, where data acquisition including PIV
is most straightforward, reliable, and efficient. The
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Figure 4. Frequency sweep for speed and CoT for five selected fins. Different fins achieve their respective optimal
performances—speed or CoT—at different tail beat frequencies and speeds, respectively. (a) Maximum speed is achieved with fin
11 below 1.25 Hz and fin 6 above 1.5 Hz (transition marked by a black cross). (b) Minimal CoT is achieved with fin 3 at speeds
below 69 mm s−1, fin 1 at speeds between 69 mm s−1 and 87 mm s−1, and fin 6 above 87 mm s−1 (transitions marked by a black
arrows). (a) and (b): black squares are the mean μ of N = 3 trials. Error bars depict standard deviations σ from the mean, some of
them obscured by the black square.

design of Finbot (figure 1) was guided by observa-

tions on fish swimming, and its streamlined shape was

inspired by measured body dimensions of the blue

tang (P. hepatus). The compact body is 3D-printed in

two halves, weighs 160 g, and measures 122 mm in

the longest dimension without the caudal fin, which

we define as one body length (BL).

A replaceable caudal fin, enabled by a magnetic

connection between fin and body, allowed us to

exchange fins swiftly and test a variety of fin designs

in free swimming experiments. All fins were laser-

cut from plastic shim material of various thicknesses

and flexibilities (Artus Corp). The tail design of

Finbot includes a single joint by which the passive

and flexible caudal fin is connected to the main

body, therefore most closely reflecting thunniform

swimming [48]. Tuna-like swimmers are specialized

for high-speed swimming, and feature a relatively

rigid central body region for the muscular power

plant that also provides inertia to avoid large recoil

motions [49]. The caudal peduncle of Finbot is less

tapered than peduncles of thunniform swimmers due

to mechanical constraints. The caudal fin is free to

rotate between symmetric and mechanically con-

strained limits about the neutral axis, and a sinu-

soidal pitching motion is prescribed by modulation

of the input power to the fin. The tail beat ampli-
tude was held constant across all actuation frequen-
cies and tuned to approximately 20% of the body
length (figure 1(c)) since this ratio was found to min-
imize the energy expenditure of cruise swimming
among diverse species of fish [44]; the attachment
of actuators with different amplitudes is, however,
possible.

We designed Finbot to be easy to replicate
and modify, using off-the-shelf electronics and 3D-
printed materials. Design details are shown in movie
S1 and section 1 of the supplement, and an earlier ver-
sion of the fin actuator is described in our previous
publication [30].

3.2. Finbot’s swimming performance is fish-like
Following natural scaling laws (see Methods), many
fish exhibit approximately linear relationships
between swimming speed and tail beat frequency
[8, 9], and also a U-shaped curve for CoT with
minimal values at intermediate speeds [10–12].
In mimicking fish-like swimming, Finbot showed
these characteristics as well (figure 2). Finbot’s
cruise speed ranged from 36 mm s−1 to 122 mm s−1

(=BL s−1) and scaled linearly with frequency for
speeds greater than approximately 70 mm s−1 [the
experimentally identified boundary between laminar
and turbulent flow, see figure 2(a)]. Strouhal number
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followed the same concave up curve as is seen for a
variety of fish [44, 45], and plateaued around 0.95
toward high speeds (figure 2(b)). Moreover, the drag
coefficient, Cd, remained approximately constant
at 0.06 across different speeds in the turbulent flow
regime (supplemental figure S4(B)).

Analyzing the energetics of swimming showed
that power ranged from 0.97 W to 3.3 W and scaled
with frequency cubed (figure 2(c)), while approach-
ing a finite value as f decreased (cf Methods). The
nondimensional CoT was minimized to roughly 15
within a narrow range of near-optimal tail beat fre-
quencies around 3 Hz (figure 2(d)). Finally, the
Reynolds number of Finbot experiments spanned
from 4,438 to 14,891 (figure 2(b)). This is in the range
of small sized fish and at the transition between lam-
inar and turbulent flow regime [45]. Consequently,
the total drag of the Finbot’s body is dominated by
form drag rather than surface friction drag [11]. Drag
measurements provided an estimate of the generated
thrust forces at different swimming speeds (supple-
mental figure S4(A)). For instance, the drag force
required to overcome while swimming at 1 BL s−1 was
8 mN.

3.3. Fins differ in swimming performance
Given initial results on fish-like swimming with a
baseline fin, we investigated different caudal fins to
identify shapes and stiffnesses that improve on speed
and CoT while also exhibiting a reverse Kármán street
wake characteristic of swimming fish. In a first test
round, we analyzed twelve fins of different sizes, thick-
nesses, and shapes in two performance categories,
namely speed and CoT (figures 3(a)–(c)). Addition-
ally, we visualized the wake vortex structure for all fins
(supplemental figure S6).

The search for a highly performing fin is a multi-
objective optimization in which CoT and speed are
correlated (figure 3(d)). We were interested in find-
ing Pareto-optimal fins, i.e. fins that can only be
improved in either CoT or speed, but not both. Using
the CoT scaling law from equation (1), we fitted a
Pareto-optimal frontier through the three fins 1, 3,
and 6, which performed best in terms of speed or CoT
(dashed line in figure 3(d)). This frontier is approx-
imate and conservative for two reasons. First, the
designs of these three fins are presumably close to an
optimal design yet not completely optimal, therefore
leaving margin for improvement. Second, the tail beat
frequency of 2 Hz, which was used for all compara-
tive tests, is not necessarily minimizing the U-shaped
CoT. There might be frequencies which further opti-
mize CoT without impairing speed. In order to be
operated in Pareto-optimal fashion, i.e. with gains in
CoT and speed conflicting, a fin must be run in the
monotonically increasing region of its U-shaped CoT
curve.

Since no single fin dominated in speed, CoT, and
vortex structure at 2 Hz, we selected five different fins

Figure 5. Wake structures at suboptimal and near-optimal
CoTs. Each of the five selected fins showed less pronounced
or more bifurcated wake structures at suboptimal CoTs and
low tail beat frequencies f (left column) compared to near-
optimal CoTs and intermediate to high tail beat frequencies
and speeds, respectively (right column).

(1, 3, 6, 8, 11) for a second test round across multi-
ple frequencies (figure 4): (i) rectangular fin 1, which
co-led in CoT with a value of 12.1 while reaching a
high speed of 91.2 mm s−1; (ii) trapezoidal fin 3 with
lowest CoT of 11.1; (iii) trapezoidal fin 6 with highest
speed of 115 mm s−1; (iv) trapezoidal fin 11 with most
fish-like vortex structure; and (v) tuna fin 8 to com-
plete the mix of fin shapes [chosen over tuna fins 7
and 9 for better performance, see figures 3(b)–(d)].
The highest speed we obtained was 109 mm s−1

(=0.9 BL s−1) with fin 6 at 2 Hz (figure 4(a)). For
operating at top speed across all frequencies, fin 11
should be chosen up to 1.25 Hz, and fin 6 from 1.5 Hz
onward. The CoT analyses (figure 4(b)) confirm that
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Figure 6. A fish-like trailing wake. (a) A reverse Kármán street as is characteristic of fish swimming in the wake of Finbot,
swimming with fin 11 at 0.9 BL s−1 and a tail beat frequency of 2 Hz. (b) Three vortices shed from the caudal fin of a bluegill
sunfish. (a) and (b): the fin tips were at the left edges of each panel, and a scaled down Finbot and bluegill sunfish are shown at the
bottom left of (a) and (b) respectively.

fins 1, 3, 6 perform better than fins 8 and 11. For oper-
ating at minimal CoT, fin 3 should be used at low
speeds under 69 mm s−1, fin 1 at intermediate speeds
between 69 mm s−1 and 87 mm s−1, and fin 6 at high
speeds above 87 mm s−1. The lowest CoT of 8.2 was
achieved with fin 3 at a speed of 69 mm s−1. The range
of actuation frequencies was limited by the maximal
input power and dependent on fin size and thickness
and therefore varied among fins.

3.4. Minimal cost of transport and most
pronounced reverse Kármán wakes are correlated
Another criterion for fin selection was fish-like vor-
tex shedding, motivated by the goal of establishing
Finbot as a platform for biomimicry. Figure 5 shows
two wakes for each of the five selected fins (1, 3, 6, 8,
11)—one at low tail beat frequency and suboptimal
CoT, the other one at an intermediate to high fre-
quency and improved CoT. All fins exhibited stronger
and less bifurcated wakes toward more optimal CoTs.
In order to test in the region where CoT increases at
the right end of the U-shaped curve, we tested fin
6 up to 4 Hz in an additional experiment (supple-
mental figure S7). Fin 6 exhibited its most effective
and fish-like reverse Kármán wakes at minimal CoTs
and intermediate speeds. Very low or high speeds led
to bifurcated wake structures, which are less effective
because of lateral losses.

3.5. Finbot can swim like a fish
We used bluegill sunfish (L. macrochirus) as model
Finbot-like fish species to obtain comparative data
on wake flow structure from freely-swimming fishes.
Finbot and bluegill swim at similar typical speeds
on the order of 1.3 BL s−1 and have a comparable
body profile with an approximate mass and length
of 138 g and 195 mm, respectively [12]. Furthermore
drag forces measured on bluegill bodies are similar to
those measured for the Finbot [50]. Figure 6 shows

an instance of the wake behind Finbot with fin 11 at
2 Hz and a bluegill side by side. Both exhibit a visu-
ally similar reverse Kármán street characteristic of fish
swimming. These reverse Kármán streets were stable
in all experiments; i.e. the wakes at other instances
in time looked similar. While fin 11 yielded the most
fish-like wake, several other fins including 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, were akin to fish swimming, too (see figure 5 and
supplemental figures S6 and S7).

4. Discussion

The main contribution of this paper is the design and
testing of an autonomous fish-like swimming robot,
Finbot, with a biomimetic multi-fin configuration.
Our results show that Finbot can achieve swimming
behaviors characteristic of fish through selection of
caudal fins that result in a reverse Kármán wake and
fish-like performances regarding speed and CoT at
different tail beat frequencies. Visualization of wake
structures with particle image velocimetry demon-
strated fish-like reverse Kármán wakes, in particu-
lar at near-optimal CoTs (figure 5). As is observed
in fish, speed scaled linearly with tail beat frequency
and CoT assumed a U-shaped curve when plotted
against speed (figure 2). The functions we fitted to
experimental data of speed, power, and CoT (figure 2)
match the expected physics-based scaling relation-
ships verified in fish biology studies [8–12, 44–47].
These functions can be used to estimate speed, power,
and CoT at untested tail beat frequencies.

The search for optimal fins revealed a trade-off
between speed and CoT (figure 3(d)), which illu-
minates why such a high variety of fins can be
found amongst fish species. Fish, as opposed to
our robot, have active control over the stiffness of
their caudal fin [51, 52], allowing them to stiffen
their fins against higher hydrodynamic loads at faster
speeds [52]. The importance of fin stiffness and
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its effect on propulsion were confirmed in labora-
tory experiments, whereby stiffer fins at higher tail
beat frequencies achieve higher speeds [16, 53]. Our
experiments reproduced this trend (figures 2–4). Top
speed (122 mm s−1 = 1 BL s−1) and lowest (CoT =

8.2) were achieved with two different fins (figures 2
and 4). In addition to control over fin stiffness, fish
can transition between gaits to optimize their CoTs
across a variety of speeds [1, 12]. Alternate fin stiff-
nesses and gait changes are possible for Finbot, by
simply exchanging the caudal fin. This enables differ-
ent objectives such as swimming at top speed with
fin 6, or minimal CoT that maximizes the range of
Finbot to 1,150 m with fin 3 (figure 4). Addition-
ally, the Finbot design provides control over fin alter-
ations beyond what we see in nature, from which a
more comprehensive performance landscape can be
generated.

The trade-off between speed and CoT means that
there is no single best combination when pairing a
robot body with a caudal fin. Beyond optimizing the
shape, size, or stiffness of a fin, those parameters
must be paired with suitable actuation, i.e. oscilla-
tion patterns (frequency and amplitude) that match
a fin’s ‘assets’. When visualizing the wake structures
of five different fins, we found that ideal reverse
Kármán wakes predominantly occurred at minimal
CoTs (figure 5). Consequently, given a robot body and
a caudal fin, there are two design criteria to choose
from, which both ensure effective locomotion at near-
optimal CoTs: (i) running the robot at minimal CoT
by measuring power and speed; (ii) confirming that
vortex shedding results in a reverse Kármán street by
visualizing the flow in the wake of the robot (achieved
by only one piece of related work [25]).

To the best of our knowledge, Finbot is the first
and smallest multi-fin autonomous underwater robot
that also faithfully replicates multiple characteristics
of fish swimming. Finbot is similar in speed to many
small underwater robots [20, 21, 27–29]. Few other
fish-based robotic designs report power consumption
and CoT. The two design examples that do, the tuna-
like Tunabot with a CoT of 12.7 [25] and the turtle-
like Madeleine with a CoT of 0.3 [54], are difficult to
compare in detail to Finbot (CoT of 8.2) since their
actuation mechanism and size differ significantly. To
relate Finbot’s swimming performances to real fish
swimming, we selected a bluegill sunfish because it
is similar in body profile [12]. Finbot’s maximum
speed (1 BL s−1 ≡ 122 mm s−1) is close to the typ-
ical speed of bluegill (1.3 BL s−1 ≡ 250 mm s−1).
However, comparing the CoT of Finbot (8.2 ≡ 80.4 J
kgm−1) to bluegill (0.25 ≡ 2.5 J kgm−1), we note
a discrepancy of an order of magnitude, hinting at
an inefficient overall locomotion compared to fish.
Looking at the thrust force, F, of 2.1 mN [supplemen-
tal figure S4(A)] required to overcome drag at a free
swimming speed of 69 mm s−1 corresponding to the
minimal CoT of Finbot (figure 4(b)), we can derive

the theoretical lower limit of the cost for moving a
body of the shape and mass, m, of Finbot through
water as CoT = F

m = 2.1 mN
160 g = 0.013 J

kgm . This theoreti-
cal lower limit, solely imposed by Finbot’s shape and
mass, is below the CoT of the bluegill. Consequently,
we associate Finbot’s high CoT and inefficient loco-
motion compared to real fish with the process of
generating forward speed from battery power, and
assume the biggest conversion losses in the knowingly
inefficient electromagnetic actuators (see supplement
section 5 and [30]). In contrast, reverse Kármán wakes
(figure 6) and low profile drag (supplemental figure
S2) are cues for effective aquatic propulsion.

However, Finbot’s propulsion could be improved
by redesigning the tail region, which is currently con-
strained by the electromagnetic actuator (figure 1(b)).
A reduced cross-sectional area of the caudal peduncle
would keep the flow attached to the body and fin
[supplemental figure S5(B)], and would contribute to
efficient swimming [5]. Efficient undulatory fish
swimming in turn manifests in constrained Strouhal
numbers between 0.2 and 0.4 [4, 52]. Although
the lowest Strouhal number we obtained for
Finbot—0.53 with fin 6 at a tail beat frequency of
1.5 Hz and a speed of 87 mm s−1, respectively—is
close to the upper bound, slow speed fish locomotion
often results in Strouhal numbers near 0.6 [55]. The
Strouhal number of Finbot decreased with increasing
swimming speeds (figure 2(b)) in a similar manner
to that observed for fish locomotion [5, 55].

Fish-inspired robots are operating in the ocean
already [20, 21], and our continued investigations of
robotic fish swimming in the laboratory can bene-
fit future open water designs. The ability of fish-like
robotic systems to control their 3D position with mul-
tiple fins in a manner similar to freely swimming
fishes will lead to more effective underwater robots
that combine maneuverability and autonomous fish-
like swimming. This will enable new ventures such
as sampling of data in areas of high ecological sen-
sitivity like coral reefs. The Finbot platform is also
well-suited for biomimetic fish-like analyses because
it achieves closed-loop fish-like swimming character-
istics at a size and with maneuverability applicable
to complex and repeatable laboratory experiments.
With on-board measurement of power consumption,
Finbot opens the door for understanding fish swim-
ming from a new angle and can contribute to the
completion of a more comprehensive view on aquatic
locomotion, for example in areas like fish school-
ing for which we envision coordinated multi-robot
experiments with camera-equipped Finbots.
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